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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
10/30/14  

The bears retain an edge off $ strength and Fed fears  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -20.60, SILVER -42.90, PLATINUM -17.70  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,205.75 -$22.25 from prior AM  
LME Copper Stocks 161,725 tons -50 tons  
Shanghai Deliverable Stocks 95,101 tons -2,134 tons  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Asian shares were higher overnight, with the Nikkei into new highs for 
the move, helped by ideas of an improving US economic backdrop. Indications for more government policy 
support in China in an effort to bolster consumption helped the Shanghai Composite climb to its highest level 
since February 2013. Meanwhile, the major European indices were lower during the early morning hours, under 
pressure from a pullback in commodity-related shares off a stronger US dollar and steep falls in European 
banking shares. Stronger than expected employment figures out of Germany earlier in the session failed to halt 
the slide and that provides a headwind for US equity markets to start. US equity markets turned lower during the 
initial morning hours and were on track for a retest of yesterday's post FOMC decision lows. There is some 
speculation that the somewhat hawkish tone from the Fed was a prelude to this morning's US GDP data that 
could show a better than expected result. Expectations are for US third-quarter GDP to show an annualized 
growth rate of around 3%, down from the 4.6% rate in the second-quarter.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
Clearly gold was disappointed in the Fed's hawkish tone, and that in turn rekindled buying interest in the Dollar 
and fresh currency-related selling interest in the gold market. While silver and PGM prices were also undermined 
by the action in the Dollar, gold was clearly the weakest sector of the precious metals markets this week. The Fed 
was supposed to be neutral in its statement and stance, but instead the comments came off hawkish which in turn 
propelled the Dollar higher and rekindled selling pressure in a number of physical commodity markets like gold. 
Whispers that gold exports from China spiked up in recent trade figures, combined with rumors of a Chinese 
government investigation into that activity could spark talk of gold loan schemes. Fears of copper loan schemes in 
China served to knock copper down aggressively earlier this year and therefore traders should not discount any 
headlines on Chinese gold loan activity ahead. While the Dollar has forged another new high overnight some of 
that upside is tempered by positive German unemployment data. The world's largest gold ETF saw their gold 
holdings fall by 1.19 tonnes on Wednesday, and have reached their lowest level since October of 2008. In 
conclusion, US Fed confidence in the US recovery potential probably pulls down safe haven interest in gold 
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further, and that in turn partially justifies the relative strength in palladium versus gold this week. We also think an 
overly long spec and fund position in gold leaves gold vulnerable to more losses today.  

 

PLATINUM  
In retrospect, action in the palladium market on Wednesday was very impressive, and some might suggest that is 
clear evidence that the global economic and demand outlook for industrial metals is improving. However, the 
ongoing divergence between palladium and platinum is a little damaging to the talk of improving overall global 
demand for PGM. It could be difficult for PGM prices to hold together today in the face of further declines in gold 
and ongoing gains in the US Dollar. In fact, seeing ongoing weakness in global equities, on top of the rise in the 
Dollar and weakness in gold could drag platinum and palladium back down to this week's lows in today's trading. 
The bull camp's best hope to regain control would seem to come from a return to a "risk on" vibe return, a return 
to rising global equities and from positive US scheduled data flows.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
Pushed into the metals markets, we remain bearish toward gold, silver and platinum. We would also avoid getting 
freshly long palladium until it returns to this week's lows and there is a hook up recovery in equities. At least over 
the coming 24 hours, we have to leave the edge in gold with the bear camp with $1,195 an easy target in 
December Gold. Even lower support and targeting in December Gold is seen down at $1,190. Near-term 
downside targeting in January Platinum is seen at $1,246.60.  

 

 
COPPER COMMENTARY  
10/30/14  

Temporary corrective tilt as macro-case leans bearish today  

 

GENERAL: While the copper market might have been cheered by reports of 
lower Chilean copper production for September yesterday morning, and copper 
may have also benefited from ongoing technical short-covering for most of this 
week, the fundamental tone has shifted back in favor of the bear camp. Clearly 
copper was a little disappointed by the hawkish Fed tone yesterday, and that 
suggests copper was at least temporarily overbought with the recent rise above 
the $3.10 level. Reports that Chilean output declined in September should make it more difficult for nearby copper 
prices to fall all the way down to the $3.00 level. A key reversal on the charts from a new high for the move is also 
bearish technically for the copper trade in the coming 48 hours. While the trade should be cushioned by evidence 
of lower physical supply, it is difficult to discount the near-term prospect of selling in the face of a hawkish Fed, 
weakness in equities and in the wake of a noted run-up in the value of the Dollar. While we thought $3.00 was too 
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cheap earlier this month, we also think that levels above $3.10 for now, might be too expensive unless the world 
returns back to a "risk on" vibe.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
A logical corrective target for December Copper today is seen down at $3.0555, and perhaps not until the 
$3.0410 level. Remain short-term negative to copper, as long as the market remains below the $3.10 level.  

 

 

	
 

 
              2015 Commodity Trading Guide 
 

Features for 2015:  

 5 Trades for a Long-Term Bottom in Commodities 
 A Bottom in Feed Grains? 
 The Strength of US Beef & Pork Exports in the Face of High Prices 
 Global Gasoline and Diesel Demand Keep Pace with Crude Production 
 The Hunt for Individual Mobility 

 

Only $20 plus Shipping 
Order Here:  www.HightowerReport.com 

                                    (Guides will be shipping the first week of December) 

http://www.futures-research.com/order/order_tg.php?refcode=KIT

